Most past studies did not attempt to improve the numerical model for the electrode removal rate which depends on the experimental results. Furthermore, these studies have not included the damage-sensing for the electrode in Powder Mixed-EDM (PMEDM) medium. Therefore, the current study aims to enhance this model for the copper electrode based on the heat flux for the spark channel. Besides, it focuses on sensing the copper electrode damage depending on the slope relation between eroding velocity and the pulse duration. In both studies, during machining D2 steel, Nano chromium powder in the dielectric liquid is applied. The correlation factor between the Numerical Heat Flux q(r) and the experimental results for the Tool Wear Rate (TWR) attained is 93.06%. The value of this factor improves the mathematical model for TWR instead of the traditional mechanism that adopts the crater volume. Also, the damage-sensing constant (STD) in the copper electrode is very efficient at the minimum value of the peak current (IP), powder concentration (PC) and the maximum level of the pulse duration (Ton). Thus, the statistical confirmation using Response Surface Methodology (RSM) produced a higher value of the composite desirability (96.76%) and error percent equals to (10.3%-1.55%) and (0.18%-2.40%) for TWR and q(r), respectively. On the other hand, the optimum operation values are IP = 10 Amps, Ton = 30 µs, and PC = 2 g/L. These confirmation values are similar to the trials No. (3) and No. (11). Therefore, these values confirm the main purpose in order to obtain the best performance for TWR at the minimum spark heat. Keywords: D2 steel; Powder Mixed-EDM; electrode damage; heat flux of the spark channel.
INTRODUCTION
One of the best methods for cutting of metals without physical forces is the electrical discharge, where it conducts the removal operation efficiently for complex materials. This field first emerged in year 1770 and developed in 1943 to introduce the first Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) [1] . This machine did a leap in the precise manufacturing areas especially related to airplane and aerospace [2, 3] . From then, the researchers strive to improve the machining conditions of this machine. The control of the parameters of EDM represented a notable restriction to reach the advanced performance of it. Furthermore, the impedance of the dielectric liquid in the EDM machine is an obstacle to transfer the electrothermal power to the workpiece. Therefore, the material removal required high power to attain (8000 ºC -12000ºC) and to conquer this impedance [4] .
For enhancing EDM performance, the additive of powder particles to the dielectric liquid has contributed in reducing the electrical consuming [5] [6] [7] . This innovative solution led to the emergence of a new field known as Powder Mixed-EDM (PMEDM) [8, 9] . This research field is treated with various responses including the wear rate of the electrode and it is considered as one of the most significant responses in PMEDM. Most of the studies proved to decrease the Tool Wear Rate (TWR) upon the addition of the powder particles to the dielectric liquid in EDM [10] [11] [12] . The mixing of the powder particles with the dielectric fluid does not represent a final solution to the problems of EDM. It is observed that both the peak current and the pulse duration with the powder concentration play an influential role in TWR. The growth of these parameters through the use of aluminum powder mixed with kerosene causes a decrease in the wear rate of the copper electrode [10] . The TWR of the copper electrode in this study has been reduced depending on the primary or significant role of the peak current and the pulse interval, but the pulse duration and powder concentration of chromium have a slight effect on TWR. This case led to obtaining the best TWR of the copper electrode [13] . The minimum concentration of B4C and constant values of the peak current and the pulse duration produces a slight effect of eroding in the copper electrode [14] . Based on these studies on the copper electrode, the variation of the wear effect was observed. This situation attributes to the thermal conductivity of the powder used and heat transmitted to this electrode. One of the early studies has placed some interest in measuring the energy transferred in EDM environment performed on the Copper-Tungsten electrode. It was proved that this electrode absorbs (≈15% -≈42%) of the total transferred energy from the plasma channel [15] . The conventional mechanism of heat supply in PMEDM depends on both the voltage and current supplied which does not represents the actual character of the heat transmitted [16] . Therefore, the heat flux based on Gaussian Distribution is considered the best mathematical model to understand the behavior of TWR [17, 18] . The heat distribution model in EDM, according to Izquierdo's model, was adopted by the previous researchers to simulate the removing rate of both the workpiece and the electrode tool [19] . In the last decade, this model was improved to meet with PMEDM requirements [20] . The early results of this enhanced the model which became very correlated and reached 91% and 92.2% with the experimental values of the removal rate of D2 steel and BeCu alloy, respectively [20, 21] .
From the past studies, the significant comments related to the removal rate of electrode tool are discussed as follows: 1.
The primary parameters in PMEDM field are peak current, pulse duration, and powder concentration.
2.
Prolonging the pulse interval in PMEDM is an impact factor on TWR.
3.
TWR is also affected by the powder properties and heat transmitted in PMEDM.
4.
The novel research vision in EDM and PMEDM depends on the Gaussian distribution for the energy transferred to the workpiece and the electrode tool.
On the other hand, previous studies have highlighted the MRR response without mentioning the limitations of this response. Wherein, the increasing of MRR and precision of the removal operation are considered as significant effects for the prior researchers. However, these effects are also considered as limitations and as side effects in the electrical discharge environment. Generally, the increasing of MRR results from exposing the workpiece to an enormous mass of the spark energy. Simultaneously, this enormous energy also contributes to growing the TWR for the electrode tool [22] [23] [24] . Hence, this growth in TWR conducts to increasing the electrode tool damage and the loss of its dimensions. Therefore, the electrode has become incapable of implementing the removal operation with high precision [25] . According to these limitations, the material removal rate for the workpiece has not become the main objective for the researchers in this environment since the quality of machinability is not desirable. Thus, it is important to highlight both the wear rate of the electrode tool and the damage of it. As such, the scope of this study is established depending on the influence of spark heat on both TWR performance and the damage of the electrode tool in the PMEDM medium to enhance the performance of the electrode tool. Consequently, the present study focuses on the influence of the heat transferred to the copper electrode through machining D2 steel in PMEDM medium using the Nano Chromium Powder (NCP). The methodology of this paper depends on predicting the relation between heat flux according to Gaussian distribution and TWR. Besides, it also deals with the eroding velocity for this electrode that occurs during machining. This velocity in PMEDM relies on the radius of the plasma channel and pulse duration and employs to foretell the damage of the tool. The Multiple-Response Optimization will present a vital role to prove this case by confirming the active parameters.
METHODOLOGY
EDM-Die Sinking machine (Model AQ55L) does not contain a circulation system to mix the powder particles with the dielectric liquid as illustrated in Figure 1 (1.1). Consequently, this conventional machine is not efficient enough to be implemented in the experimental side of this study. The Integrated high Performance-EDM (IHP-EDM) system comprises of the circulation system as shown in Figure 1 (1.2) and EDM machine in Figure 1 (1.1). This system is considered as the perfect option to provide the PMEDM environment. The circulation system in IHP-EDM consists of the circulation lines that contain a magnetic filter to attract the debris and particle filter to recirculate the powder particles. These particles are then carried to the insulating tank after passing by the reservoir tank. In Figure 1 (1.3) , the insulating tank is designated to ensure the mixing operation of the powder particles with kerosene separates away from the original container of the EDM machine. Through magnification as shown in Figure 1 (1.3a), the insulating tank includes the work materials used to perform the experimental side. On the other hand, Figure 1 Table 1 clarifies the chemical composition of D2 steel, copper electrode tool, and Nano Chromium Powder (NCP) particles used in this study, while in Table 2 , properties of these work materials are illustrated. Furthermore, the significant properties of kerosene are mentioned in Table 2 , besides the properties of other work material. Table 1 . Chemical composition of the workpiece, the electrode tool, and the powder particles.
Work Material Chemical Composition
0.08%Si, 0.09%P, 0.01%S, 0.07%Cu, 0.01%C, Cr-Balance Table 2 illustrates the properties of the work materials and the dielectric liquid, and gives a simple idea to understand the central role of NCP particles in PMEDM medium. Following from there, the electrical resistivity of NCP particles and kerosene explains this idea. Thus, the heat of the plasma channel presents enough explanation for this idea with the removal rate of the copper electrode. Furthermore, the operation concept of IHP-EDM system leads to the needing of setting the experimental conditions used to conduct this integrated system. On the other hand, Table 3 displays the experimental conditions applied in this study. Depending on the available literature in this paper, the interacted relationship between the heat flux of plasma channel q(r) and the Tool Wear Rate (TWR) in PMEDM medium is observed. Through the experimental conditions presented in Table 3 , the affecting factors are the peak current (IP), pulse duration (Ton), and concentration (PC) of NCP particles. Hence, the Full Factorial technique is implemented in this study to design the experimental runs. This technique will arrange the experiments based on the following procedure:
where Nr denotes the number of experimental runs, L is the number of parameters level, f is the number of parameters, n is the number of replicates for corner points, and Nc indicates the number of center points per block. Thus, the total number of runs to perform the experimental side is 19. Furthermore, Table 4 below refers to the number of trials to conduct this study. The effects of this study represent the variables that will be produced from the trials mentioned in Table 4 . Through these effects, the behavior of heat on the electrode tool can be translated to enhance and develop significant relations. The first effect refers to the Tool Wear Rate (TWR) of the copper electrode given in Equation.
(2) those results from the designated trials in Table 4 .
Here, mb is the electrode mass before machining in PMEDM, ma is the electrode mass after machining in PMEDM, tm is the machining time in PMEDM, and ρe denotes the electrode density. The other effect that we deal with in this study is the numerical model of heat flux for the spark channel. The usage of this model is not proper to investigate in PMEDM environment [19] . Therefore, this model is modified to include the powder quantity added to the dielectric liquid [20] . Besides, previous researchers agree on the same hypotheses for this model in PMEDM [20] [21] . Consequently, Equations. (3)-(4) revealed the spark channel radius and the heat flux of this channel in PMEDM according to the modified model [19, 20, 26] given by:
where HF is the heat fraction constant and equals (5%-9%) [20] , V is the voltage, PC is the powder concentration in the dielectric liquid [21] , R is the polar radius, and rs indicates the spark radius of plasma channel in PMEDM. Figure 2 above illustrates the mechanism of this channel according to the Gaussian distribution. In Figure 2 , both AB and BC with CD refers to the isolated sides of the copper electrodes, while AB is considered the axisymmetric line. AE and AD clarifies the spark radius (rs) and polar radius (R), respectively. Thus, it is observed that the boundary conditions of the spark heat in PMEDM are given by [20] :
where hm refers to the heat convection coefficient of the mixed dielectric fluid, δT is the change of heat temperature between this liquid and the copper electrode, and ke is the thermal conductivity of the copper electrode. [20] . This brief explanation of the methodology performed in this paper has established based on the machine setup, work materials, the design of experiments, and the effects. Therefore, it is focused on to employ the results of eroding in the copper electrode using Equation.
(2) with the numerical model of the heat flux according to Equation. (4) . The purpose of these results is to improve the numerical model of the wear rate and to identify a new model for sensing the damage of the electrode.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The execution of the experiments mentioned in Table 4 leads to providing the experimental and numerical outcomes for TWR and q(r), sequentially. Besides, Table 4 shows the results of these effects in PMEDM. Depending on these outcomes, this study will present the interpretation of the relationship between TWR and q(r). In addition, the relationship of both peak current (IP) and pulse duration (Ton) with eroding velocity of the copper electrode is presented.
Influence of Spark Heat on TWR Performance
Through viewing the results of runs (1, 3) as revealed in Table 4 , the values of TWR and q(r) drops with the increase in the pulse duration (Ton = 20 µs-30 µs), whereas IP and PC values are constant and equals to 10 Amps and 2 g/L, respectively, in these runs as shown in Figure  3 This case attributes to the insufficient of the pulse duration for transferring the spark energy to the copper electrode [27] . Therefore, Eq. (6) interprets the spark energy in PMEDM medium [15] given by:
where QW is the energy received by D2 steel, QE is the energy transferred to the copper electrode, QP is the energy absorbing by nanoparticles of chromium powder, Qd refers to the dissipated energy to overcome the electrical resistivity of kerosene. The dissipated energy (Qd) from the spark is needed to overcome the impedance of kerosene, but this energy reduces when NCP particles are added to this dielectric liquid [28] . This action led to decomposing of the kerosene and formation of compounds which then agglomerates on the surface of the copper electrode. Therefore, these compounds form a film to protect and reduce the electrical eroding of this electrode [29] [30] [31] . Besides the energy absorbing by D2 steel (QW), NCP particles contributes to absorbing the spark energy (QP) depending on the properties of these particles [14, 30] . Hence, the remaining energy absorbed by the copper electrode (QE) is not enough to increase the TWR. Increasing the chromium concentration to 6 g/L under the trials (5, 7) as shown in Table 4 and Figure 4 leads to increasing TWR initially at Ton = 20 µs. However, growing the pulse duration to 30 µs reduces the TWR of the copper electrode. This decreasing behavior of TWR in the runs (5, 7) is similar to the runs (1, 3) . Therefore, the interpretations of this decreasing are the same. Furthermore, this behavior is also recognized in trials (9, 11) and (13, 15) , respectively. The active role of NCP particles in experiments (6, 8) is continuous and reflects on the TWR for the copper electrode. Although increasing the peak current to 20 Amps, the concentration of chromium at 6 g/L is efficient to absorb the spark energy besides the absorbed energy (QW) by D2 steel and dissipated energy (Qd) from breaking down the impedance of kerosene according to Eq. (6) [30] . Therefore, TWR decreases during machining when the pulse duration ranges from 20 µs to 30 µs. Figure 4 illustrates this behavior of both TWR and q(r). Additionally, the experiments 14 and 16 possess the same behavior. In contrast, PC = 2 g/L leads to growing up of TWR with lowering of q(r). In Figure 4 , this observation is seen at Ton = 20 µs-30 µs. The increasing of peak current to 20 Amps in trials (2, 4) due to the energy is unable to be absorbed by NCP particles, but the copper electrode is capable in absorbing this surplus [30] . Obviously, the comparisons presented in Figures 3 and 4 had not mentioned the influence of outcomes of experiments 17, 18, and 19 as compared to the comparisons implemented upon the other runs. Wherein, it is observed that these comparisons explain the influence of NCP concentrations on TWR and q(r) at 20 µs and 30 µs for every 10 Amps and 20 Amps, separately. Hence, it is remarked in Figures 3 and 4 a variance of performance for both TWR and q(r) in the PMEDM environment. Unfortunately, this variance in the experiments 17, 18, and 19 are not distinguished since the peak current, pulse duration, and concentration of NCP are fixed at 15 Amps, 25 µs, and 4 g/L, respectively. Therefore, the influence of the heat flux of the spark channel on the copper electrode in the PMEDM environment is almost convergent and moderate at these experiments, where it is impossible to present a comparison amongst these experiments according to these fixed parameters. Thus, Table 5 presents the summary of TWR and q(r) behaviors depending on the case of parameters at each run. The influence of the spark heat on the removal rate of the copper electrode is variable depending on the case of the run. It is remarked that the correlated influencing for IP, Ton, and PC parameters is due to the quantity of NCP particles must be suitable to absorb a larger magnitude of the spark energy produced from the increasing of IP and Ton. Therefore, NCP particles are necessary to reduce the TWR during machining D2 steel in EDM. Figure 5 shows this correlated influencing for the responses TWR and q(r) in which the relationship produced from these responses as in Figure 5 contributes in enhancing the numerical model for the removal rate of the electrode. On the other hand, Figure 6 refers to the conventional mathematical mechanism to specify the TWR with the new procedure depending on Figure  5 . where CV is the volume of the crater, rC is the crater radius, dC is the crater depth, and R 2 refers to the square of correlation factor. These symbols illustrated in Figure 6 are used along with the traditional mechanism to determine TWR for the electrode tool. R 2 was confirmed at 90.05% with the conventional procedure as shown in Figure 6 [17], but it was enhanced to be 93.06% according to the experimental results of this study. Therefore, we may utilize Equation.
(9) as a validation mechanism without adopting Equations. (7)-(8) to investigate the TWR depending on the correlated influencing for this response with the heat flux of the spark channel.
Influence of the Spark Channel on the Tool Damage
In Tables 4 and 5 , the spark heat has a vital role in controlling the removal rate of the copper electrode in PMEDM depending on the parameters IP, Ton, and PC. Besides, previous studies have not presented a description for sensing the damage in the electrode. The expansion or contraction of the spark channel is considered a significant behavior to increase or decrease the tool life in PMEDM environment. This behavior can be translated through Equation.
(3) for determining the radius of the spark channel. The radius of the spark channel changes with the pulse duration at the fixed peak current and this change lead to: 
For exploring the damage in the copper tool, the slope relation between ΔVe and ΔTon describes the damage-sensing constant for the electrode. Therefore, Equation. (12) indicates this relation in the electrical discharge environment given by:
where STD denotes the damage-sensing constant for the electrode and ΔTon is the change in the pulse duration used for machining in electrical discharge environment. Table 6 summarizes the values of this constant based on the change in pulse duration and peak current adopted in this study. In Figure 7 , the eroding velocity of the copper electrode at Ton = 30 µs is less than the velocity at Ton = 20 µs. Accordingly, this velocity plays a significant role to determine the damage in the tool by STD constant, whereas the radius of the spark channel in the electrical discharge medium is the base for this velocity. Thus, this velocity is very active at IP = 20 Amps as illustrated in Figure 7 . Following from there, the best sensitivity is achieved with STD at case (1) as shown in Table 6 . The variation between cases (1) and (2) for the trials performed in this study attributes to IP and Ton values depending on Equations. (11)- (12) . Hence, case (1) has the priority to sense the damage in the copper electrode due to the high level of peak current being not adopted. Furthermore, a maximum value of the pulse duration is not sufficient to cause the noted damage in the copper electrode [10, 32] . Both influences of heat and radius of spark channel in PMEDM based on the results of this study led to the new relations represented by Equations. (9)- (12) . These relations led to improved TWR for the copper electrode and eroding mechanism for this electrode. But, the confirmation of these results will boost these influence's outcomes. Therefore, Minitab 18 is capable in supplying a statistical environment to perform the Multiple-Objective Optimization for TWR and q(r). The Composite Desirability (D) value in this paper builds from the minimum values of these responses. Consequently, the function of D value is given by [33] [34] [35] : (14) where dn is the sub-desirability, Mn is the maximum boundary for the desired response, Rn is the desired response, Tn is the target for the desired response, w is the weight factor (w = 1), and m refers to the number of responses. In Figure 8 , D value for TWR and q(r) depending on the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is 96.76%. This value is achieved by Multiple-Response Optimization technique for these responses. The error percentage between experimental and optimal values for TWR is 10.3% and 1.55%, respectively, whereas, this percentage for q(r) is 0.18% and 2.4% amongst the numerical and predicted values, respectively. These values are shown in Table 7 and are more validated for these responses with the trials (3) and (11) in Table 4 , sequentially. Thus, this confirmation achieves the best-predicted outcomes at the lowest values for TWR and q(r). Additionally, this confirmation showed minimal influence on both the heat and the radius of the spark channel on the copper electrode as above-mentioned in Tables 5 and 6 . Following from there, the optimal and experimental parameters are IP = 10 Amps, Ton = 30 µs, and PC = 2 g/L as observed in Table 7 and Figure 8 . Then, STD senses the minimum and maximum values of the peak current and the pulse duration, respectively, in PMEDM environment and lead to obtaining a logical value of this sensing. In other words, this sensing with TWR and q(r) are significant at lower level of these variables. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the study of the correlated influencing between the numerical model of heat flux based on Gaussian distribution and the removal rate of the copper electrode in EDM environment using nanoparticle of chromium powder for machining D2 steel. Furthermore, this article proposes a mathematical interpretation of the damage-sensing occurring in the copper electrode as a new behavior to predict the eroding velocity in this electrode.
Consequently, this study concluded the following: 1.
Increasing Nano chromium particles concentration in the dielectric liquid leads to growing up of TWR for the copper electrode initially, but rising the pulse duration leads up to reducing the level of TWR for this electrode. Besides, it is observed that the value of TWR differs based on the level of the peak current used during machining.
2.
Both values of the pulse duration of 20 µs and 30 µs are not enough to transfer the energy to the copper electrode. Thus, the removal rate of this electrode decreases.
3.
The amount of chromium powder added in EDM medium plays an influential role to absorb the surplus energy of the spark channel resulted from increasing the peak current. Hence, this increase in the peak current leads the need to add an adequate amount of this powder to absorb this energy. Consequently, the amount of this powder is responsible for controlling the removal rate of the copper electrode.
4.
Depending on the experimental and numerical outcomes for TWR and q(r), respectively, the correlation factor for these responses is 93.06%. The value of this correlation is due to enhancement in the numerical model for TWR based on the heat flux of the spark channel instead of the traditional mechanism that relies on the crater volume.
5.
The eroding velocity in the copper electrode that results from the radius of the spark channel plays a significant function for sensing of the electrode damage. Hence, the increasing peak current with growing pulse duration leads to the rising of this velocity. Thus, increases the constant of sensing-damage (STD) value in this electrode. 6.
The best level of STD-value is produced from the lower value of peak current with increasing pulse duration for eroding the copper electrode. Consequently, the minimum values of TWR and q(r) responses are more valuable and efficient at a minimal level for STD-value. 7.
The confirmation between the performance of the damage-sensing constant and the influence of the heat for the spark channel on the copper electrode is achieved by multiple-objective prediction. This prediction is based on the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) technique to specify a Composite Desirability (D). The value of this desirability attained is 96.76% with optimum values for responses and parameters for eroding the copper electrode. The minimum level of the responses are at TWR = 0.0707 mm 3 /min and q(r) = 0.0541 µW/µm 2 with error percentage for these responses ranging between 10.3%-1.55% and 0.18%-2.40%, respectively. The optimum values for applied parameters are IP = 10 Amps, Ton = 30 µs, and PC = 2 g/L. This prediction implies that the optimum values for the responses and parameters are similar to the trials No. (3) and No. (11) . Besides, these optimum values translate the minimum influences of both the spark heat and the damage-sensing constant on the copper electrode.
Based on these conclusions, this study proposes to avoid sensing the high damage in the electrode tool in PMEDM environment using the minimum value of the peak current and powder concentration with the maximum level of the pulse duration. This significant levels lead to minimizing the influence of the spark heat on the electrode and produces the best performance for the eroding.
